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ABSTRACT: This paper presents a new numerical modeling scheme based on the semi-rigid joint 
frame element formulation for lattice structures fabricated using material extrusion.  The proposed 
scheme has two main elements.  First, a modified semi-rigid joint frame element is formulated in 
order to model struts in lattice structures. Second, a voxel model is developed by simulating the 
material deposition process; the resulting model geometry is similar to that of the fabricated part. 
Using this model, effective structural parameters, such as effective strut and joint size and 
effective joint stiffness, can be computed. Parametric studies were conducted to examine 
manufacturing effects on the structural parameters. Estimated mechanical properties utilizing the 
proposed modeling approach are compared with tensile test results for three types of lattice 
structures.  Results demonstrate good predictive capability of the proposed modeling approach. 

KEYWORDS: Material extrusion additive manufacturing, Semi-rigid joint frame, As-fabricated 
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INTRODUCTION  
Lattice structures are engineering materials that consist of periodically arranged representative unit 
cells. Due to their tailorable mechanical properties, lattice structures have been applied to various 
fields such as automobile, aerospace and biomedical applications. However, their geometrical 
complexity makes it hard or impossible to apply conventional manufacturing processes. Recent 
advances in additive manufacturing (AM) enable lattice structure fabrication using simplified 
procedures. 
When AM processes are used to fabricate lattice structures, many discrepancies occur between the 
designed geometry and the details of the fabricated shapes (Campoli et al., 2013; Ravari et al., 
2016).  These discrepancies lead to reduced mechanical properties in some AM processes, and 
property variations in others.  For material extrusion processes, the most notable discrepancies are 
voids, improper filament bonding, and stair-steps (Ahn et al., 2009; Karamooz Ravari et al., 2014; 
Mukesh et al., 1996). The defects become more significant in producing relatively small design 
features because they are approximated using thin filaments which have finite volume.  
Finite element based numerical schemes have been applied in order to estimate mechanical 
responses of lattice structures.  Integrating geometrical defects due to AM process into modeling 
procedures increases computational resources since modeling small defects decreases mesh size. 
To realize large lattice structure models, structural elements such as trusses or beams are used with 
equivalent structural parameters considering manufacturing effects (Yang et al., 2015). However, 
conventional structural elements are not capable of modeling joint effects which reduce effective 
element length and augment additional stiffness to lattice structures (Kim & Al-Hassani, 2003; 
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Yang et al., 2015). Semi-rigid jointed frame elements are widely used for large frame structures 
such as buildings (Monforton & Wu, 1963; Sekulovic & Salatic, 2001). This element type allows 
additional structural parameters for joints. 
The goal of this paper is to implement a semi-rigid jointed frame element to order to integrate AM 
process effects into the numerical modeling procedure for lattice structures. The procedure has two 
steps. In the first step, a semi-rigid jointed frame element is formulated. In the next step, related 
structural parameters are determined using an as-fabricated modeling procedure. Parametric 
studies for effective structural parameters of additively fabricated struts are conducted and the 
results are compared with experimental results. 

SEMI-RIGID JOINTED FRAME ELEMENT 
Struts in periodic lattice structures have three geometrical characteristics; (1) struts have low 
slenderness ratio, (2) there are a large number of joints, and (3) joint sizes are relatively large. The 
low slenderness leads to additional transverse deformation during bending. Moreover, the joint 
region has a finite volume which has a significant impact on structural responses. In order to 
consider these effects, struts are modeled using semi-rigid joint frame elements which consist of a 
shear deformable frame region and two joint regions at both ends of frame region. In conventional 
frame elements, joints are modeled as just point-connections.  
In this paper, a previous semi-rigid jointed beam formulation (Sekulovic & Salatic, 2001) is 
modified and extended for lattice structure implementation. To formulate a semi-rigid joint frame 
element, two structural parameters, a fixity and an eccentricity, are defined in range of 0 to 1. The 
fixity controls the joint stiffness. The joint becomes rigid when the fixity value equals to one. In 
contrast, the joint has no resistance when the fixity is zero. The eccentricity is defined as a ratio 
between effective joint size and strut size. The eccentricity is one when the joint’s effective size is 
the same as strut size and is zero when no joint is assumed. The conceptual configuration of the 
semi-rigid joint frame element is shown in Figure 1. The semi-rigid jointed frame element has 
three stiffness components for axial, torsional and flexural deformation. For the axial stiffness 
matrix, the joint region is assumed as a reinforced truss with finite joint size. The whole frame can 
be considered as three connected trusses in series. The axial stiffness of the semi-rigid joint frame 
element is derived as follows: 
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where, iek  and Lk  are the joint axial stiffness and effective truss region stiffness, respectively. 1e�

and 2e� are fixity factors for the axial stiffness. 1e  and 2e  represent size of joints. 
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Figure 1 Conceptual semi-rigid joint frame 
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Similarly, the torsional stiffness is obtained as following: 
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where, ie
tk  and L

tk  are the joint torsional stiffness and effective torsion bar region stiffness, 
respectively. 1e

t�  and 2e
t� are fixity factors for the torsional stiffness.  For flexural stiffness, the 

joint region is assumed as a rigid beam with a rotational spring at the end of the region, and the 
frame region in the middle is considered as a conventional shear deformation beam. Two sets of 
nodal displacements are assumed. One is a nodal displacement vector, � �1 1 2 2

T v v� ��d , for 
the entire semi-rigid jointed frame. The other is an internal nodal displacement, 

� �1 1 2 2
T v v� ��d ��T v�d �1 1 2 2v1 �1 21 21 �2� �2v1v1 , for the frame region as shown in Figure 1. The angle at rotational spring is 

defined as � �1 20 0T � ��α . With small displacement assumptions, the relationship between 
two sets of displacement vectors is derived as � � � �� �� 	 � � � 	 �d d E d α α I E d α�d d E�� 		 � . E represents 
eccentricity relation matrix. The force-displacement equation for the frame region derives from the 
conventional shear deformable beam formulation as follows: 
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The frame element’s flexural stiffness matrix is derived from stored strain energy as follows: 
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where, S  represents a displacement-spring angle relation matrix and sC  is a spring stiffness 
matrix. The fixity and eccentricity factors are incorporated into matrices, S  and E , respectively. 
The semi-rigid jointed frame element is obtained by collecting stiffness components in Eq. (1), (2) 
and (5). 

EFFECTIVE STRUCTURAL PARAMETER CALCULATION 
Effective structural parameters, such as effective strut diameter, fixity and eccentricity, for a semi-
rigid jointed frame element are calculated by analyzing an as-fabricated model that simulates the 
material extrusion AM process. The process consists of pre-processing steps: slicing, contour 
generation, and raster generation. In each step, deposition paths depend on the various 
manufacturing parameters such as layer thickness, nozzle tip size, raster direction and filament 
width. In this paper, the as-fabricated voxel model approach aims to quantitatively assess 
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geometric degradation due to the phenomena of stair steps and air gaps. To achieve this goal, the 
preprocess steps and the layer stacking process are simulated based on deposition path generation 
and 3D voxel model generation methods. Figure 2 illustrates steps of the proposed as-fabricated 
voxel model generation procedure. The voxel model is generated by simulating deposition along 
tool paths. Each layer consists of three sub layers to describe the shape of filaments. 
The structural parameters are determined by numerical tensile and bending tests. Theoretically, the 
axial displacement of a prismatic truss in tension increases linearly through the axial direction 
based on solid mechanics. However, the resulting displacement field is not linear due to the 
augmented joint stiffness. The slope of the displacement field near the joints is less than that in the 
middle of the strut. Figure 3 shows a numerical model and its axial displacement field. The axial 
displacement from analysis is fitted using three lines for effective joints region and frame region.  

Slicing Deposition path 
generation

Voxel 
generation

Figure 2 As-fabricated voxel modeling procedure 

Figure 3 Numerical procedure for determining effective structural parameters 

EFFECT OF MATERIAL EXTRUSION ON STRUCTURAL PARAMETERS 

Effect of Joint Shape:  As joints become larger, the effect of a joint becomes more significant by 
reducing effective strut length. To examine the effects of the joint shape, four different shapes 
were selected, as shown in Figure 4. The strut diameters were 2 mm for cubic type unit cells and 
1.5 mm for a diamond type unit cell. The mean values of the parameters are listed in Table 1. 
From the effective strut length and eccentricity of cubic lattice struts, as more struts are overlapped 
at the joints, the size of the joint increases. The trend of fixity values indicates that a joint becomes 
stiffer as it becomes larger. In summary joint shape has a large impact on the structural parameters. 

Effect of build angle:  As-fabricated voxel models were generated with varying build angles with 
respect to the build direction and the resulting effective structural parameters were calculated. 
Results are illustrated in Figure 5.  Effective strut diameters were reduced up to 10% at a 45 degree 
building angle. This is because the effect of stair steps increases as the inclined angle approaches 
45 degree. The effective joint size and joint stiffness in terms of the eccentricity and fixity 
decrease as the inclined angle increases.  
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(a) Cube - 0 overlap (b) Cube - 3 overlaps (c) Cube - 5 overlaps (d) Diamond – 4 overlaps 
Figure 4 Joint model 

Table 1  Mean value of calculated geometric and structural parameter of 4 types of joints 
Cube – 0 overlap Cube - 3 overlaps Cube - 5 overlaps Diamond – 4 overlaps 

Effective strut length / 
Design length (mm) 3.90 / 5 3.50 / 5 3.38 / 5 1.21 / 2.1651 

Effective strut diameter / 
Design diameter (mm) 1.75 / 2 1.76 / 2 1.76 / 2 1.35 / 1.5 

Eccentricity 0.55 0.75 0.81 0.64 
Fixity 0.51 0.54 0.58 0.57 

Build 
angle

Build angle (degree) Build angle (degree)

Build angle (degree) Build angle (degree)

(a) Build angle (b) Change of effect structural parameters 

Figure 5 Parametric study of varying build angle 
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Figure 6 Comparison of elastic modulus 

ELASTIC MODULUS ESTIMATION 
The proposed as-fabricated modeling procedure was applied to two types of tensile test specimens. 
The test specimens were fabricated in a Stratasys 1200es machine using ABS P400 material. To 
study effects of changes in build angle, specimens were built at 0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 75 and 90 
degrees. Specimens were modeled using conventional frame elements and the proposed semi-rigid 
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jointed frame elements. The results were compared with tensile test results in Figure 6. The result 
shows that estimates using conventional elements with designed strut diameters are not capable to 
integrate manufacturing effects. However, the proposed method can represent effects of 
geometrical degradation.   

CONCLUSION 
This research proposed a semi-rigid jointed frame element implementation and effective structural 
parameter determination procedure with an as-fabricated voxel model. The semi-rigid jointed 
frame element allows the effects of additive manufacturing to be included in the analysis 
procedure. Based on the parametric studies, it was found that the joint shape has an impact on the 
structural parameters and that more overlaps at a joint increase the stiffness of the joint. Results 
demonstrated that the structural parameters depend on the build angle of the lattice structure. The 
estimation using the proposed method shows good agreement with the test results. Thus, the 
proposed method can be applied to the mechanical property estimation procedure for lattice 
structures from the material extrusion AM process.   
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